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Intermittency measurements m contaminated turbulent flows 

J. F. KEFFER (TORONTO) 

THE MECHANISM of entrainment of ambient fluid and the consequent diffusion of material within 
an intermittently turbulent field are known to depend upon the nature of the turbulent/non
turbulent interface. We consider here one aspect of the question- the proper identification of the 
interface and the characteristics of the fields when described in terms of both turbulent velocity 
and contamin~nt intensity. We have examined a number of flows, in which temperature has 
been used as the contaminant, and employed various rational methods for deciding when the 
motion could be considered turbulent. It is concluded, that superior resolution of the interface 
can be obtained by means of the instantaneous temperature. 

Wiadomo, i:e mechanizm wsysania otaczaj(lcej cieczy i wynikaj(lca st(ld dyfuzja materialu we
wn(ltrz krytycznego turbulentnego pola przeplywu zalei:(l od charakteru powierzchni oddzielaj(l
cej obszar ttirbulentny od nieturbulentnego. Rozwai:ono tu jeden aspekt zagadnienia, miano
wicie wlasciw(l identyfikacj~ tej powierzchni i charakterystyk~ p61 opisanych za pomoq turbu
lentnej pr~dkosci i skai:onej intensywnosci. Przebadano dui:(l ilosc przeplyw6w przyjmuj(lc tem
peratur~ jako parametr skai:enia i przeprowadzono dokladn(l dyskusj~ rozwi(!Zania aby wy
kazac, kiedy dany ruch moi:na uwai:ac za turbulentny. Pokazano, i:e powierzchni~ podzialu 
moi:na dokladniej wyznaczyc o ile skorzysta si~ z temperatury natychmiastowej. 

lbBeCTHO, l.ITO MexaHH3M BCaCbiBaHIUI OKpy>KaiOI.QeH ~KOCTH H BbiTeKaiOI.QaH OTTy~a 
~<P<PY3H.R: MaTepHa.ria B~YTPH KpHTHl.lecKoro TYP6YJieHTHoro nonn Te'lleHHH 3aBHCHT oT xa
paKTepa noBepXHOCTH pa3~eJI.R:IOI.QeH Typ6yne~THYI0 06JiaCTb OT ~eTYP6YJieHTll;OH o6JiaCTH. 
PaccMoTpeH 3~ecL o~HH acneKT sonpoca, HMeH~o npaBHJibH:aH ~eHTH<l>HKa:QH.R: 3TOH nosepx
aocTH H xapaKTepHCTHKa ITOJieH OITHcaHHbiX npH ITOMOI.QH Typ6yJie~TH:OH CKOpOCTH H 803-
Myi.QeH~OH HHTeHCHBHOCTH. HcCJI~OBaHo 6oJILIIIoe KOJIH'llecrso 'Ie'lle~Hif, npHHHMaH TeMne
paTypy KaK napaMeTp B03MYI.QeHH.R: H npOB~eHO TOl.IHOe o6cy~~e peiiieHHH, l.IT06bi no
Ka3aTb, KOr~a ~aH~Oe ~BH>KeHHe MO>KHO Cl.IHTaTb Typ6yJieHT~fsiM. f1oKa3aHO, l.ITO ITOBepXHOCTb 
pa3~eJia MO>KHO TO'liHee onpe~eJIHTb eCJIH HCITOJib3yeTCH Mri-(OBeHHaH TeMnepaTypa. 

1. Introduction 

A RATHER important problem associated with the entrainment of free turbulent shear 
flows is the details by which the nonturbulent fluid acquires vorticity. It is known from the 
early work of CoRRSIN (1943) and subsequent investigations by TOWNSEND (1948), CoR

RSIN and KISTLER (1955), KOVASZNAY et al. (1970) and HEDLEY and KEFFER (1974), 
among others, that a rather sharp frontier exists separating the turbulent and the non
turbulent fluid. If we were to place a velocity sensing probe within the flow, the signal 
would take on an intermittent character showing intense, rapid fluctuations during the 
passage of a turbulent burst, and milder, low frequency oscillations when exposed to 
the non-turbulent fluid as indicated in Fig. I. Any conventional technique of treating 
such an intermittent signal would mask some very interesting, and perhaps critical, features 
of the flow. It has thus become necessary to devise techniques for separating the flow 
regimes to investigate the real nature of the turbulent structure. 
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This problem is undergoing intensive study at the present time at a number of labora
tories. As yet no standard technique has emerged but the end result in each case is the 
generation of a random square wave which is carried along with the turbulent signal 
and to which the various statistical operations are keyed. For example, as seen from Fig. I, 
the flow variables could be averaged during that portion of time only when the indicator 
function is unity, to produce turbulent zone statistics, or when zero, to give non-turbulent 
zone statistics, or it can be keyed to the change in magnitude of the indicator function, 
i.e., either zero to unity or unity to zero, to give various point statistics. 

intermittent turbulent signal 

0 _____.n.._______, L 
random square wave indicator signal 

FIG. 1. Conditional averaging. 

The means by which the square wave indicator function is produced in an intermittent 
turbulent flow varies widely. The selection and generation of a suitable detector is compli
cated since the non-turbulent field itself exhibits random fluctuations in velocity. Invariably, 
some processing of the intermittent signal is required to give higher order derivatives of the 
turbulence, i.e., quantities similar in part to the vorticity fluctuations which thus enhance 
the distinctions between turbulent and non-turbulent fluid. With multiple probes, this 
goal can be approached more closely, although such a solution introduces experimental 
complexity. 

However, a rather simpler procedure can be effected if the flow is "laced" with some 
type of passive scalar. Then, on the supposition that the turbulent fluid is everywhere 
marked by this scalar, one needs only to devise a probe sensitive to the contaminant to 
record the intermittent passages of the turbulent flow. Such a quantity is temperature. 
If heat is added to the flow at low enough levels, the marker, i.e., temperature, can be 
considered a "passive scalar contaminant" and any buoyancy effects can be safely ignored. 
This procedure can be used solely or in parallel with the velocity-based approach although 
we shall see that the thermal signal is much sharper and therefore a more precise measure 
of the edge of the turbulent front is needed. 
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2. Thermal mixing layer 

To pursue the thermal contaminant problem further, we take what at first might appear 
to be a simple example, the spreading of a pure thermal mixing layer in the absence of 
any mean shear. The schematic development of this flow is shown in Fig. 2. The back
ground convective motion is a decaying homogeneous turbulent field set up by a grid of 
parallel cylinders, half of which were heated to produce the initial step change. The evolu
tion of the profile into a self-similar error function is rapid, and most of the measurements 
were taken at x/M of 41 where M is the spacing between the cylinders. Further details 
may be found in (KEFFER et al., 1977). 

y y 7e 
~m Hm=I.O 

initial profile developed profile dimensionless representation 

FIG. 2. Definition sketch of thermal mixing layer. 

The physical aspects of this flow are quite interesting. The thermal layer expands 
laterally into the uncontaminated or cold fluid at the lower edge of the flow. But as well 
there is a concomitant spread of the well-mixed hot and cold fluid with the upper hot 
region of the flow. These processes may be considered equivalent to the spread of vorticity 
fluctuations at an interface in a free shear flow. That is, we expect an analogous intermittent 
thermal structure where "cold" bursts or pulses occur in the upper portion of the mixing 
layer and "hot" bursts in the lower section. The evaluation of a suitable turbulence indicator 
function and subsequent processing of the signals would thus enable us to obtain various 
conditionally averaged data. 

We have in fact been able to do this. The detector chosen was (o0Jot) 2
, where e is the 

instantaneous value of temperature. This was smoothed over the equivalent of a Taylor 
microscale 

ro = ((02)/(o€JfotY) 1
'
2

, 

where () is the fluctuating component, to eliminate spurious signal drop-out (HEDLEY 

and K.EFFER, 1974). The threshold level for the detector signal, required to eliminate 
background "noise", was evaluated by rather arbitrary means. Along the centre-line of 
the flow it was assumed that the intermittency factor y was unity. This is effectively a defi
nition for the homogeneity of the warm thermal field in the core of the flow. It furthermore 
implies that the largest turbulent eddies are much smaller than the dimensions of --the 
thermal field, a not unreasonable assumption, since we are dealing with grid flow turbu-
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lence. In the completely cold region of the flow, y was taken as zero. To obtain threshold 
levels at these points, the probability density functions of (i)(9 J 8t) 2 were evaluated and 
the 99 per cent limits were used for the thresholds. The intersection of the probability 
density functions was assumed to define the threshold level for y = 0.5. With these three 
points then, the variation of threshold level with lateral position could be obtained. Further 
details may be found in KEFFER et al. (1977). The technique was used for both the upper 
and lower regions of the flow and yielded the distribution of the intermittency factor shown 
in Fig. 3. The anomaly in the upper region was due to the existence of a background thermal 
fluctuation field generated by the heating grid. There is no quiescent hot flow in the exper
iment. The problem is equivalent to that of background turbulence in a so-called potential 
motion at the turbulent/non-turbulent interface. 
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With the indicator function thus defined, it becomes possible to process the results 
and obtain the various interesting conditional statistics. All data were recorded, sampled 
digitally and processed by computer. The examples for the mean temperature field shown 
in Fig. 4 and the distribution of lP-stutf in Fig. 5 are consistent with the hot and cold burst 
concept, described above.<*> 

*> The operations -, ~, N, refes to conventional, turbulent zone and non-turbulent zone ave
rages, respectively. 
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3. The plane hot jet 

A second and intrinsically more complicated situation is the flow of a slightly heated, 
two-dimensional turbulent jet. The definition sketch, Fig. 6, illustrates this case. Mean 
velocity shear is present so that the turbulent field will be more complex in structure than 
the previous flow. For the fully developed motion, we may assume that the heat will have 
spread throughout the turbulent fluid and that the interface for temperature and that for 
vorticity will be co-incident. 

We examined the structure of the two fields separately (DAVIES et al., 1975), using 
detector functions for the turbulence and temperature, (8U/8t) 2 and (88j8t) 2

, respectively. 
These were smoothed using the Taylor micro-scales 
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FIG. 6. Definition sketch of 2-dim heated jet. 

U/Um 

7] = y/x 

FIG. 7. Zone-averaged mean velocities of heated plane jet. 
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7] = Y /x 

FIG. 8. Zone-averaged mean temperatures of heated plane jet. 

where Q and q are the instantaneous and fluctuating components of either velocity U, 
or temperature (}. A novel technique was employed to evaluate the threshold levels for 
these functions. Characteristically, it is observed that the intermittency function can be 
modelled by the Gaussian cumulative distribution function (TOWNSEND, 1956; HEDLEY 
and KEFFER, 1974b). For this flow we assumed the Gaussian form. By choosing arbitrary 
initial values of threshold level C for each' lateral position and iterating towards the appro
priate value of y for that position, a final value of threshold level was obtained after a 
fairly rapid convergence. This gave C as a function of the cross-stream coordinate. The 
indicator functions could thus be generated and carried along with the signals to give the 
conditional statistics. Typical results are shown in Fig. 7 for the mean velocity and in Fig. 8 
for the mean temperature. 

4. Heated plane wake 

An equivalent problem, in that a co-incident interface occurs for the temperature and 
vorticity, is the two-dimensional, slightly heated, turbulent wake, shown schematically 
in Fig. 9. In this example the indicator functions for temperature and turbulence were 
established directly, using a method similar to that of HEDLEY and KEFFER (1974), rather 
than assuming a priori a Gaussian fit to the intermittency factor. Smoothing time was 
kept constant to within 6 sampling intervals of the digitization for velocity and 2 for the 
temperature. Threshold levels used produced indicator functions which were found to be 
consistent with the observed intermittency of the signal (KAWALL and KEFFER, 1977). 

The intermittency factor for turbulent velocity and temperature which resulted is shown 
in Fig. 10 and both are seen to display the expected Gaussian form. One essential feature 
of this study was that the processed temperature signal proved superior in defining the 
characteristics of the interface. Typical results for conditional point statistics across the 
frontier separating the turbulent and non-turbulent fluid are illustrative. A comparison 
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FIG. 13. Interface characteristics mean square temperature fluctuations. 

of Figs. 11, 12 and 13 shows that even with mean temperature e, improved resolution is 
obtained and with the fluctuating component (), an extremely sharp definition results. 
One reason for this is that we have used only one velocity component in constructing 
the detector signal, namely U. However, the turbulent field is three-dimensional and better 
detection would have required that we add at least the lateral component V to the function. 

5. Summary 

Temperature as a passive scalar contaminant has proved to be a simple and accurate 
means of specifying the intermittent characteristics of a free shear flow. Nevertheless, some 
difficulties remain. When the turbulence is expanding into a quiescent medium, as in the 
case of a jet, the measurement of instantaneous temperature, say, using a resistance thermo
meter or cold-wire, may be subject to an error due to thermal .conduction through supports 
of the cold-wire. Furthermore, if one is, at the same time, attempting to measure the correla
tions, uO or v() with a multiple wire, hot-wire system, the necessarily close proximity of the 
wires can cause a contamination of the cold-wire by the hot-wire(s) due to the large con
vective motions in the intermittent region (BEGUIER, et al., 1977). 

In a wake-type motion, the conduction loss is not a problem, since the external mean 
velocity is generally high enough to eliminate the effect. Furthermore, the large eddy motion, 
although still present, is dominated by the streamwise convection velocity and spurious 
temperature fluctuations are not recorded in the cold-wire signal. The problem at the free 
edge can in principle be avoided by using a single probe for temperature and a passive 
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device such as a laser-Doppler anemometer for the turbulent velocity field, although the 
conduction cooling of the supports for the cold wire would still take place. We are presently 
in the process of realizing this method. 
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